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Love at the
Taw River
Inn
Jugs of ale/other

HASH WAS NOWHERE
NEAR CHINA

Chinese lasagne? Yes

ONE TABLE POLICY AT
ON DOWN
HAPPY FAMILY ATMOS

AUSTERITY
WEATHER price still
only 50p

A LL H AIL H ADDOCK
Solidly
soggy
WE could feel
it in our
fingers, feel in
our toes, it
was all around
us, even under
our clothes.
Setting sail at
the apt waterworks in Belstone was really moisturising. After a bit of cross
terrain trainer talk about Bablefish’s and Mudskipper’s new footwear we
trotted off in hope. Laid in artisan 00 flour dot/dough,
On the way up
finely sprinkled by our own Fair Haddock. We ascended a
we ran past the
magnificent trail on the high tussocky country where we
most tempting
teetered (more teet talk at the on down) along for quite
carved granite
sometime. The views through the mist were spectacular,
trough that was
we could see the tiny hill sheep retreating apace in the
bath sized and
valley, which was a tinsy bit worrying.
full of water
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Eventually we made camp at the Sweetie Spot
and they did not disappoint, fantastic liquorices which I did happen to notice the packet was
already open…Haddock! Fully flavoured fruit
Randoms and Babies were ever so
enthusiastically received. Haddock cried “to the
Hills” in a decidedly Erol Flynnesque stylie.
While some courageous merry men/women
heeded the call including Mudskipper,Bablefish
and Crooklock After literally 5 minutes the
cunning loop was abandoned by the Hare, and
like Gorillas in the Mist, the tree people had to
stagger back to the main group, which was
exceedingly good excercise for them.

At the On down, there was a less healthy act in
motion, Bablefish put our esteemed Soft Bertie in
a high chair at the pub. Then someone who will
remain nameless (Tinsel) suggested he needed to
be fed and our hallowed Bertie was seen to be
located (against his will) near Bablefish's clothed
bossum…the Shame. This image has haunted
some hash members for quite some days and
nights now. The surge in oxytocin which led to
such behaviour might in some part have been
due to the euphoria of seeing 4 of her favourite
real ales on tap: Tribute, Leg end, Doom and Jail
on one awesome bar offering, as well as Chinesestyle lasagne of course. We all squished on one
table which was very nice (just don’t mention: Le
Corbyn or Organic Duchy Bombs) a Beautiful
warming end to a Magnificent hash.

Thank you Haddock. On On Tinsel
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“To the Trees”
Captain
Haddock

Next week we’re going to
Bablefish’s house, yay.
Please bring £5
contribution for meal and
a beer, beers £1 thereafter.
Look forward to seeing all
then. (Bertie will be there
at the On Down, if you see
anything suspicious,
please do help/separate
them.) This is Bablefish’s
hot beer recipe, good for
erm, summer evenings.
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